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The parametric generalized linear model assumes that the conditional distribu-
tion of a response Y given a d-dimensional covariate X belongs to an exponential
family and that a known transformation of the regression function is linear in X. In
this paper we relax the latter assumption by considering a nonparametric function
of the linear combination ;T X, say ’0(;TX). To estimate the coefficient vector ;
and the nonparametric component ’0 we consider local polynomial fits based on
kernel weighted conditional likelihoods. We then obtain an estimator of the regres-
sion function by simply replacing ; and ’0 in ’0(;T X) by these estimators. We
derive the asymptotic distributions of these estimators and give the results of some
numerical experiments.  2001 Elsevier Science
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1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose we observe i.i.d. copies (XTi , Yi), i=1, 2, ..., n, of (X
T, Y) where
the Yi ’s are real valued responses associated with d-dimensional random
covariate Xi ’s. Assume the conditional distribution of Y given X=x
belongs to the following one-parameter exponential family,
fY | X( y | x)=exp[ y%(x)&b(%(x))+c( y)], (1.1)
where b and c are some known functions. In this paper, we are interested
in estimating the regression function +(x)#E(Y | X=x)=b$(%(x)).
If we restrict the function % in (1.1) within the function class
[%( } ) | g(+(x))=#+;Tx, # # R, ; # Rd] for a given known function g
(called link), the family of the conditional densities given in (1.1) con-
stitutes a generalized linear model of Nelder and Wedderburn (1972). This
model is a generalization of the classical linear regression in two respects.
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First, it enables us to deal with regression functions which are not linear
(but can be linearized by a link function). Second, it allows, in addition to
the Normal, a variety of error distributions. See McCullagh and Nelder
(1988) for further details on (parametric) generalized linear models.
In many practical applications, however, the regression function is highly
nonlinear and may not be linearized even by a link. A more flexible
approach would be to let ’(x)# g(+(x)) be a nonparametric function of
the single-index ;Tx, say ’0(;Tx), i.e., to consider the function class
[%( } ) | g(+(x))=’0(;Tx), ; # Rd, ’0 # F] with a given link g where F is a
class of functions with certain degrees of smoothness. Here the magnitude
of ; can be absorbed into ’0 . In other words, for any constant scalar c, the
pairs (;, ’0( } )) and (c;, ’0( } c)) produce the same regression function. For
this matter of identifiability, we let ;=E(+$(X)), the vector of the average
derivatives, where +$ denotes the vector of the partial derivatives of + with
respect to xi , i=1, ..., d. This is based on the fact that the coefficient vector
; is a scalar multiple of E(+$(X)). The purpose of this paper is to describe
a way of fitting this model, i.e., estimating the d-dimensional vector ; and
the unknown univariate function ’0 .
Our method starts with estimating the vector ; of the average
derivatives. For this we note that ;=E[(g&1)$ (’(X)) ’$(X)]. We first get
an initial estimator of ’ and that of ’$ by the multivariate local polynomial
kernel regression of Fan et al. (1995) based on the conditional likelihood
fY | X given in (1.1). At this stage we do not utilize the single-index structure
of the regression function. Call them ’^ and ’^$. Then estimate ; by the
average of (g&1)$ (’^(Xi)) ’^$(Xi)’s, say ; . Next, we regress [Yi] on [; TX i]
by the univariate local polynomial method to give ’^0 . Our final estimator
of +(x) is given by +^(x)= g&1(’^0(; Tx)).
The single-index model +(x)=’0(;Tx) (without the link g) was pre-
viously considered by Ha rdle and Stoker (1989) and by Weisberg and
Welsh (1994). However, these authors examined a NadarayaWatson type
estimator of ’0 . A more general model g(+(x, z))=’0(;Tx)+:Tz was con-
sidered by Carroll et al. (1997). Note that here an additional vector of
covariates Z is introduced linearly and that this model reduces to ours
when :=0 or there are no predictors Z. For this extended model they
proposed an iterative method based on local and global quasi-likelihood to
estimate ;, : and ’0 . There are two points we should note in Carroll et al.
(1997). First, the iterative algorithm starts with fitting a parametric
generalized linear model to obtain initial estimates of ; and :. A difficulty
here is how to choose a parametric model. Second, their distribution theory
for the final estimators of ’0 , ; and : relies on the assumption that the
initial estimators of ; and : are within a - n neighborhood of the true
values ; and :. Moreover, for the final estimators of ; and : it requires
- n-consistency even on the final estimators of ; and : themselves. Our
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theory on the proposed estimators of ’0 and ; does not require this. In
fact, we show that our estimator ; achieves - n-consistency and is
asymptotically normally distributed if the initial ’^ and ’^$ are obtained by
higher order multivariate local polynomial regression.
In our model the choice of the link g is not as crucial as for parametric
generalized linear models since we have a nonparametric component ’0 .
One may even think that introducing the link function here is redundant
and it is equivalent to just letting +(x)=’0(;Tx) and estimating + directly
based on the corresponding estimators of ; and ’0 . This is exactly what
Weisberg and Welsh (1994) worked out. However, we retain the link g so
that it accommodates regression functions with restricted ranges. For
example, suppose that Yi ’s are 0 or 1. The regression function is then the
conditional probability of Y=1 given X=x. A commonly used link func-
tion in this case is the logit transformation g(z)=log[z(1&z)]. With this
link our method produces +^(x)=exp(’^0(; Tx))[1+exp(’^0(; Tx))], which
always lies in (0, 1). Setting g be the identity and estimating + directly does
not lead to an estimator with the correct range. See Fan et al. (1995,
p. 143) for other reasons for keeping the link function.
By utilizing the single-index structure of the regression function we are
away from the dimensionality problem. Note that the local polyno-
mial estimator ’^0 described above is a one dimensional smoother. In fact,
our theory shows that +^(x) converges to +(x) at the univariate rate
n&(q+1)(2q+3) where q is the degree of the local polynomial fit. In contrast,
the d-dimensional fitting ignoring the single-index structure, which yields
g&1(’^(x)) as an estimator of +(x), has the slower rate n&(q+1)(d+2q+2)
at best (Fan et al. 1995).
Our estimator ; of ; is shown to have root n consistency. This is
required for +^ having the aforementioned rate of convergence. One may use
other root n consistent estimators of ; such as the one introduced by
Ha rdle and Stoker (1989). But the latter estimator is not base on the speci-
fication (1.1) of the response distribution, and is just a sample version of
E[+$(X)]=E[&( f $ f )(X) Y]. In fact, the numerical results in Section 4
show that our estimator outperforms the latter estimator. As mentioned
earlier, the coefficient vector ; may be redefined up to changing the scale.
For example, one may define ; to be E[’$(X)] or E[ f (X) +$(X)] where f
is the marginal density of X. Estimation of the latter, density weighted
average derivative, has been considered by Powell et al. (1989).
2. ESTIMATION OF THE COEFFICIENT VECTOR
Our estimator of the coefficient vector ; involves the multivariate local poly-
nomial fit. For brevity of presentation we introduce several notations first.
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For k=(k1 , k2 , ..., kd) let |k|=k1+k2+ } } } +kd and k!=k1 ! k2 ! } } } kd !.
With t, k we write tk for tk11 } } } t
kd
d . Let Ap denote the collection of all
d-tuples of nonnegative integers such that |k|p, and write |Ap | for the
cardinality of Ap . Finally Dk denote the differential operator defined by
Dk= |k|tk11 } } } t
kd
k .
The conditional density fY | X in (1.1) can be written in terms of ’(x)=
g(+(x)) as
fY | X( y | x)=exp[ y(g b b$)&1 (’(x))&b((g b b$)&1 (’(x)))+c( y)], (2.1)
where b denotes the composition of functions. Write l(z, y) for the
logarithm of the above conditional density with ’(x) replaced by z. Let K
be a d-variate kernel function and H=diag(h1 , ..., hd) be a d_d diagonal
bandwidth matrix. The d-variate extension of the local p th order polyno-
mial regression of Fan et al. (1995) is then based on the following locally
kernel weighted log-likelihood,
:
n
i=1
l \ :k # Ap ak (Xi&x)
k, Yi+ K(H&1(Xi&x)), (2.2)
and the estimator of Dk’(x) is given by k! a^k (x) where [a^k (x): k # Ap]
maximizes (2.2) as a function of [ak : k # Ap].
For estimating ;=E[(g&1)$ (’(X)) ’$(X)] we use the above local poly-
nomial estimators. We note that ’^(x)=a^0 (x) and ’^$(x)=(a^e1(x), ...,
a^ed (x))
T where 0=(0, 0, ..., 0) and ei=(0, 0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) with 1 appear-
ing at the i th position. We define an estimator of ; by
; = :
n
i=1
(g&1)$ (’^(Xi)) ’^$(Xi)n. (2.3)
We show this estimator is root n consistent. We list the required assump-
tions below. For this, let li (z, y)=il(z, y)zi. Note that li is linear in y
for fixed z and that
l1(’(x), +(x))=0, l2(’(x), +(x))=&\(x),
where \(x)=[var(Y | X=x)]&1 [g$(+(x))]&2. When the canonical link
g=(b$)&1 is used, then \(x)=var(Y | X=x). Let Sf denote the compact
support of the marginal density f.
Assumption 1. (i) l2(z, y)<0 for all real z and y in the range of the
response variable.
(ii) infx # Sf \(x)>0.
(iii) infx # Sf f (x)>0.
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(iv) l1(z, y) is bounded and l2(z, y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of
order 1 for z.
(v) The function (g&1)" satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 1.
Assumption 2. (i) The kernel K is a d-variate probability density with
compact support, K$ is bounded and the |Ap |_|Ap | matrix with (l, k) th
entry given by  ulukK(u) du is positive definite.
(ii) All entries of H tend to zero and the ratio of the largest to the
smallest entries of H remains bounded. Also |H|=Cn&:d for 12p<:<
1[2(d+1)] where p>d+1 and C is a finite constant.
(iii) The function Dk’( } ) is uniformly continuous in x # Sf , for
|k|= p+1.
(iv) The function Dkf ( } ) is uniformly continuous in x # Sf , for
|k|=1.
(v) The function Dk\( } ) is uniformly continuous in x # Sf , for
|k|=1.
The Assumption 1(i) guarantees that the kernel weighted log-likeli-
hood function in (2.2) is concave in ak ’s, which ensures the uniqueness of
the maximizer. If the canonical link is used, it is automatically satisfied.
According to Assumption 2(ii), we need to fit at least (d+2)th degree
polynomial. Ha rdle and Stoker (1989) impose that f must have partial
derivatives of order d+2 for their estimator to have root n consistency.
However, for our estimator we need only Assumption 2(iv). The Assump-
tions 2(iii), (iv), and (v) are required in order that the approximation of
a^k (x) given in Lemma 1 of Section 5 is valid uniformly in x # Sf .
Theorem 1. Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied. Then
- n(; &;) wd N(0, 7),
where 7 is the covariance matrix of (g&1)$ (’(X)) ’$(X).
The average derivative vector ; is estimated at the parametric rate n12
and the covariance matrix 7 does not depend on the kernel K, as is the
case with Ha rdle and Stoker (1989). This is mostly due to the double
smoothing arising from the averaging process. In the proof of the theorem
one can see that the estimator is approximated well by the average of
(g&1)$ (’(X i)) ’$(Xi)’s plus a remainder. It is the double smoothing which
makes this remainder negligible hence allows the estimator to achieve the
fast rate and to have asymptotic distribution independent of the kernel.
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One might be interested in comparing the asymptotic variance of ; with
that of the Carroll et al. (1997) estimator. In our setting the Carroll et al.
estimator has the asymptotic variance 71 where
7&11 =E[((g
&1)$ (’(X)))2 var(Y | X)&1 (’$0(;TX))2 D(X, ;)]
and D(X, ;)=[X&E(X | ;TX)][X&E(X | ;TX)]T. Note that for the
identity link 71 equals to the asymptotic variance of the Weisberg
and Welsh (1994) estimator. For the canonical link, 7&11 reduces to
E[(g&1)$ (’(X))(’$0(;TX))2 D(X, ;)].
3. ESTIMATION OF THE REGRESSION FUNCTION
We now turn to estimation of the regression function +. The method we
describe here uses a given estimator of ; such as the one introduced in
Section 2. We call it ; . Our asymptotic theory requires ; to be root n con-
sistent, which both the estimator ; in Section 2 and the one introduced by
Ha rdle and Stoker (1989) satisfy. Write Zi=;TX i . First, we note that the
conditional density of Y given Z=z equals exp[l(’0(z), y)]. If we were to
know ;, we would regress [Yi] on [Zi]. Of course, Zi ’s are not available,
but a natural substitute for Zi is Z i #; TX i . The corresponding locally
kernel weighted log-likelihood to maximize is then
:
n
i=1
l \ :
q
k=0
ck(Z i&z)k, Yi+ K0((Z i&z)h), (3.1)
where K0 and h are a univariate kernel function and a scalar bandwidth
respectively. Note that here q is the degree of the local polynomial fit and
is allowed to be different from the degree p of the d-variate local polyno-
mial fit for the initial estimator ’^.
We define the estimator of ’0(z) to be ’^0(z)=c^0(z) where (c^0(z), ...,
c^q(z)) maximizes (3.1) with respect to c0 , ..., cq . The corresponding
estimator of the regression function +(x) is +^(x)= g&1(’^0(; Tx)). For a
unifying treatment of interior and boundary points x we follow the nota-
tions of Fan, Heckman and Wand (1995). Suppose that K0 is symmetric
and is supported on [&1, 1]. Let fZ denote the probability density func-
tion of Z=;TX. Here one should note that even if x is a boundary point
of Sf the point ;T x may lie in the interior of SfZ . Write Bx, h=
[u: ;Tx&hu # SfZ] & [&1, 1]. This set represents the effective range of
integration for the function K0(( } &;Tx)h) fZ( } ). One can see that
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Bx, h=[&1, 1] for x with ;Tx lying away from the boundaries of SfZ at
distance h. Let N(Bx, h) be the (q+1)_(q+1) matrix having its (i, j) th
entry equal to Bx, h u
i+ j&2K0(u) du and let M(u; Bx, h) be the same as
N(Bx, h) but with the first column replaced by (1, u, ..., uq)T. Then, for
|N(Bx, h)|{0, define K0, q(u; Bx, h)=[ |M(u; Bx, h)||N(Bx, h)|] K0(u). Note
that \(x) is a function of ;Tx too. We write this function \0 . In fact, \0=
b" b (b$)&1 b g&1’0_g$ b g&1 b ’0 .
We describe the asymptotic distributions of ’^0(; x) and +^(x). We do this
only for an odd q. There are several reasons for favoring odd-degree poly-
nomial fitting in generalized linear models. See Fan et al. (1995) for a dis-
cussion on this. These advantages of odd-degree carries over to our case.
For example, the leading bias term of the estimator depends only on the
derivatives of the regression function, and the boundary bias has the same
order as the interior bias. The following set of assumptions is required.
Assumption 3. (i) The kernel K0 is a symmetric probability density
supported on [&1, 1], and its first derivative is bounded.
(ii) The functions ’ (q+1)0 , fZ and \0 are continuous.
(iii) ; is a root n consistent estimator of ;.
Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumption 1 and 3 are satisfied. Let x be
either a fixed point such that ;Tx lies away from the boundaries of SfZ at dis-
tance h, or a varying point (as n goes to infinity) such that ;Tx=z+ch
where z is a point on the boundary of SfZ . If h  0 and nh   as n  ,
it follows that
- nh[(\0 fZ)(;Tx)]&12 {|Bx, h K 20, q(u; Bx, h) du=
12
_’^0(; Tx)&’0(;Tx)
&{|Bx, h uq+1K0, q(u; Bx, h) du={
’ (q+1)0 (;
Tx)
(q+1)! = hq+1[1+o(1)]&
wd N(0, 1).
The above asymptotic distribution is the same as that of the estimator of
’0 obtained by regressing Yi on the unobservable Zi=;TXi and evaluated
at ;Tx. Thus one loses nothing (to the first order) by using ; instead of the
true ;. This is mainly because ; converges to ; fast enough. The following
corollary describes the asymptotic distribution on the regression estimator
+^(x), and it is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.
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Corollary 1. Suppose that assumptions in Theorem 2 are satisfied. Then
- nh[(\0 fZ)(;T x)]&12 {|Bx, h K 20, q(u; Bx, h) du=
12
[g$(+(x))]&1
__+^(x)&+(x)&{|Bx, h uq+1K0, q(u; Bx, h) du={
’ (q+1)0 (;
Tx)
(q+1)! =
_[g$(+(x))]&1 hq+1[1+o(1)]& wd N(0, 1).
The asymptotic bias and variance can be combined to give asymptotic
mean squared error of order h2q+2+(nh)&1. By choosing htn&1(2q+3)
one affords n&(q+1)(2q+3) rate of convergence for +^(x). This is the
univariate rate faster than the rate n&(q+1)(d+2q+2) achieved by the
d-dimensional local polynomial fit. However, our method requires estima-
tion of ’$, which may affect the small sample quality of the estimator +^.
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
Our numerical experiments have two parts. The first part is for estima-
tion of ;. We compared our estimator ; with the one by Ha rdle and Stoker
TABLE I
Simulation Results Based on 100 Pseudo Samples of Size 400
Density Estimator Coefficient vector Bandwidth MSE@
f1 HS ;=0.495519(1, 1)T 0.30 0.130328
(0.004074)
Ours ;=0.495519(1, 1)T 4.20 0.008788
(0.000918)
f2 HS ;=0.342632(1, 1)T 0.20 0.066488
(0.005042)
Ours ;=0.342632(1, 1)T 1.80 0.026594
(0.002162)
f3 HS ;=0.409991(1, 1)T 0.20 0.069974
(0.004864)
Ours ;=0.409991(1, 1)T 1.50 0.024216
(0.002732)
f4 HS ;=0.457809(1, 1)T 0.20 0.071840
(0.004466)
Ours ;=0.457809(1, 1)T 1.30 0.020522
(0.002048)
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FIG. 1. Design density f1 .
FIGS. 14. The Monte Carlo estimates of the MISEs of +^ using HS (dotted curve) and
ours (solid curve) as a function of log-scaled bandwidth based on 100 Monte Carlo samples
of size n=400.
Figures 14 correspond to the design density f1 f4 , respectively.
(1989, HS for short). In the second experiment we used these estimators
to calculate the corresponding estimators of +. Here at the stage of estimat-
ing ’0 we applied the local polynomial kernel regression described in
Section 3.
We treated the case of d=2 and a binary response variable with
Bernoulli conditional distribution. We took the logit link g(u)=
log(u(1&u)) and ’(x)=12(x1+x2&0.75)(x1+x2&1)(x1+x2&1.25).
This means that the coefficient vector ; is a scalar multiple of (1, 1)T, and
the scalar is determined by the underlying marginal distribution of X. We
considered several distributions of X,
f1(x)=I(0x11) I(0x21),
f2(x)=p2,(x1&0.5, x2&0.5; 0.25, 0.25, &0.25)
_I(0x11) I(0x21),
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f3(x)=p3,(x1&0.5, x2&0.5; 0.25, 0.25, 0.0)
_I(0x11) I(0x21),
f4(x)=p4,(x1&0.5, x2&0.5; 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)
_I(0x11) I(0x21),
where ,( } &!1 , } &!2 ; _1 , _2 , r) is the bivariate normal density with
parameters (!1 , !2 , _21 , _
2
2 , r), and pi ’s are the normalizing constants to
make fi ’s proper densities.
For calculation of the estimators of ;, we used the spherical biweight
kernel function
K(u1 , u2)=(3?)(1&u21&u
2
2)
2 I(u21+u
2
21),
and the bandwidth matrix H=bI where b is a positive scalar and I is the
2_2 identity matrix. The trimming bound involved in HS was set to drop
30 of observations with smallest estimated density values. The order of
the polynomial fit was p=2 and maximization of the log-likelihood was
FIG. 2. Design density f2 .
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carried out by the NewtonRaphson iteration. Let l(a) be the locally
kernel weighted log-likelihood function:
:
n
i=1
l \ :k # |Ap| ak (Xi&x)
k, Yi+ K(H&1(Xi&x)).
The estimator a^#a^(x) satisfies the equation
{al(a^)=0,
where {a denotes the gradient with respect to a. Let {2al(a) be the |Ap |_
|Ap | Hessian matrix of l. The NewtonRaphson method for computing a^
starts with an initial guess a^(0) and iteratively determine a^( p) from the
formula
a^( p+1)=a^( p)&[{2al(a^
( p))]&1 {al(a^( p)).
If the difference |; ( p)&; ( p+1)|=, we stop the procedure. For most
implementations, choosing ==10&6 is sufficient.
FIG. 3. Design density f3 .
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For comparison of the estimators of ;, we chose to compare the mean
squared error
MSE=E &; &;&2,
where ; is either our estimator ; or HS. Table I contains the results of the
simulation based on 100 pseudo samples of size 400. We computed the
Monte Carlo estimates of the mean squared error for various values of
bandwidth b, but only the minimum MSE’s are reported here with the min-
imizing bandwidths. To take the Monte Carlo variability into account, we
also give the standard error for the average of 100 values of (; 1&;1)2+
(; 2&;2)2. According to the table our estimator outperforms HS with the
ratio of the MSE’s ranging roughly from 115 to 25.
For estimation of the regression function +, we applied the local linear
kernel regression (q=1) to fit ’0 . Again, maximization of the log-like-
lihood was carried out by the NewtonRaphson iteration which was
FIG. 4. Design density f4 .
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described in calculating the estimator of ;. As a measure of performance we
used the density weighted mean integrated squared error
MISE=E | [+^(x)&+(x)]2 f (x) dx,
where f is the underlying marginal density of X and +^ is based on either HS
or our estimator ; . The simulation results are described in Figs. 14. Each
figure shows the Monte Carlo estimates of MISE’s as a function of log-
scaled bandwidth logh. As expected from our first experiment, the estimator
based on ; dominates the one based on HS.
5. PROOFS
5.1. Proof of Theorem 1
Let (A) lk be an element of an |Ap |_|Ap | matrix A corresponding to a
couple of tuples (l, k), and (v)k be an element of an |Ap |_1 vector v
corresponding to a tuple k. Let SK denote the support of K. Write
Dx, H=[u: x&Hu # Sf] & SK . This set represents the effective set of integra-
tion for the function K(H&1( } &x)) f ( } ). Let N(Dx, H) denote the positive
definite symmetric |Ap |_|Ap | matrix defined by
(N(Dx, H)) lk=|
Dx, H
ulukK(u) du,
and 7x (Dx, H)=(\f )(x) N(Dx, H). Below, we will suppress the region of
integration Dx, H and write N and 7x for N(Dx, H) and 7x (Dx, H), respec-
tively.
Let h=(h1 , h2 , ..., hd)T. Define a^*(x) be an |Ap |_1 vector having its
elements equal to (n |H| )12 hk(a^k (x)&Dk’(x)k!), k # Ap . Let
’ (x, } )=’(x)+ :
1|k|  p
1
k!
Dk’(x)( } &x)k,
and T(x, } ) be an |Ap |_1 vector having its element equal to (H&1( } &x))k,
k # Ap . Define Q(x, u; y)=l1(’ (x, u), y) K(H&1(u&x)) T(x, u). The follow-
ing lemma shows a uniform approximation of a^*( } ).
Lemma 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we have
sup
x # Sf
|a^*(x)&7&1x Wn, x | w
p 0, (5.1)
where Wn, x=(n |H| )&12 ni=1 Q(x, Xi ; Yi).
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Proof. Recall that the a^k (x)’s maximize
:
n
i=1
l \ :k # Ap ak (Xi&x)
k, Yi+ K(H&1(Xi&x)), (5.2)
with respect to ak ’s. Note that k # Ap a^k (x)(X i&x)
k=’ (x, Xi)+
bn a^*(x)T T(x, Xi), where bn=(n |H| )&12. Thus, a^*(x) maximizes
:
n
i=1
l(’ (x, Xi)+bn a*TT(x, Xi), Y i) K(H&1(X i&x))
as a function of a*. Consider the normalized function
Sn(a*)= :
n
i=1
[l(’ (x, X i)+bna*TT(x, Xi), Yi)&l(’ (x, X i), Yi)]
_K(H&1(Xi&x)),
which is maximized by a^*(x) too. The Assumption 1(i) implies that Sn is
concave in a*. Using a Taylor series expansion of the function l( } , Yi), we
obtain
Sn(a*)=W Tn, xa*+
b2n
2
:
n
i=1
l2(’ (x, Xi), Yi)
_(a*TT(x, Xi))2 K(H&1(Xi&x))[1+op(1)] (5.3)
uniformly in x # Sf . Writing
Ax =b2n :
n
i=1
l2(’ (x, X i), Yi) K(H&1(Xi&x)) T(x, Xi) T(x, Xi)T,
the second term in (5.3) equals 12a*
TAxa*. It will be shown that
(Ax ) lk=&(7x ) lk+Op(h p+1max +bn log n) (5.4)
uniformly in x # Sf . We first note that by a result of Mack and Silverman
(1982)
(Ax ) lk=E(Ax ) lk+Op(bn log n) (5.5)
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uniformly in x # Sf . Now
E(Ax ) lk =b2n :
n
i=1
E[l2(’ (x, Xi), Yi) K(H&1(Xi&x))(T(x, Xi)) l (T (x, Xi))k ]
=
1
|H|
E[l2(’ (x, X1), Y1) K(H&1(X1&x))(T(x, X1)) l (T(x, X1))k ]
=| l2(’ (x, x+Hu), +(x+Hu)) K(u) uluk f (x+Hu) du.
Let hmax=max[h1 , ..., hd]. Since
’(x+Hu)= :
|k| p+1
1
k!
Dk’(x)(Hu)k+o(h p+1max )
uniformly in x # Sf by Assumption 2(iii), it follows that
’ (x, x+Hu)&’(x+Hu)
=& :
|k| = p+1
1
k!
Dk’(x)(Hu)k+o(h p+1max ) (5.6)
uniformly in x # Sf . This in conjunction with Assumptions 1(iv), 2(iv), and
(v) implies
E(Ax ) lk =| [&(\f )(x+Hu)] ulukK(u) du+O(h p+1max )
= &(7x )lk+O(h p+1max ) (5.7)
uniformly in x # Sf .
The second term in (5.3) now equals &12a*
T7xa*+op(1). Hence,
Sn(a*)=W Tn, x a*&
1
2a*
T7xa*+op(1) (5.8)
uniformly in x # Sf . By the convexity lemma of Pollard (1991), (5.8) also
holds uniformly in a* # C and x # Sf for any compact set C. Lemma A.1 in
Carroll et al. (1997) then yields (5.1). K
Lemma 2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied.
Then, we have
sup
x # Sf
|E[Q(x, X1 ; Y1)]|=O(hd+ p+1max ),
sup
x # Sf
Var[Q(x, X1 ; Y1)]=O(hdmax).
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Proof. The first result follows from the fact that
E[(Q(x, X1 ; Y1)) j ]
=|H| | l1(’ (x, x+Hu), +(x+Hu)) K(u) uj f (x+Hu) du
=|H| _(\f )(x) :
|l|= p+1
1
l!
Dl’(x) | (Hu) l ujK(u) du+o(h p+1max )& , (5.9)
where o(h p+1max ) is uniform in x # Sf and the second identity follows from
(5.6). The result for the variance part follows since E[Q(x, X1 ; Y1)2j ]=
O( |H| ) uniformly in x # Sf . K
Proof of Theorem 1. Define Rn(x)=(g&1)" (’(x)) ’$(x)(’^(x)&’(x))+
(g&1)$ (’(x))(’^$(x)&’$(x)). If it can be shown that
sup
x # Sf
|(g&1)$ (’^(x)) ’^$(x)&(g&1)$ (’(x)) ’$(x)&Rn(x)|=op(n&12), (5.10)
then
- n(; &;)=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
[(g&1)$ (’^(Xi)) ’^$(Xi)&E[(g&1)$ (’(X)) ’$(X)]]
=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
[(g&1)$ (’(Xi)) ’$(Xi)&E[(g&1)$ (’(X)) ’$(X)]
+Rn(Xi)]+op(1).
Recall that Dk’@(x)=k! a^k (x) and ’^$(x) has Dk’@(x) with |k|=1 as its d
components. The result (5.10) is implied by
sup
x # Sf
|(’^(x)&’(x))(Dk’@(x)&Dk’(x))|=op(n&12), (5.11)
for |k|=0 or 1. To establish (5.11) we first show that for |k|=0, 1
sup
x # Sf
|Dk’@(x)&Dk’(x)|=O(h p+1&|k|max )+op(n
&(1&:d )2+: |k|+!) (5.12)
for an arbitrarily small !>0.
Denote the Euclidean norm by & }&. Without loss of generality, we let
Sf=[0, 1]
d, and Dn be a discretized grid of Sf=[0, 1]d which is given by
Dn=[( j1=n , j2 =n , ..., jd=n)T: ji=0, 1, 2, ..., [1=n]],
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where =n=hNmin for some positive integer N. We can take N large enough
to ensure that
sup
x, x$ # Sf : &x&x$&=n
|7&1x Wn, x&7
&1
x$ Wn, x$ |=op(1). (5.13)
By Lemma 1 and (5.13) we obtain
sup
x # Sf
|Dk’@(x)&Dk’(x)|
=
1
- n |H| hk
sup
x # Sf
|a^*(x)k |
=
1
- n |H| hk
[ sup
x # Sf
|(7&1x Wn, x)k |+op(1)]
=
1
- n |H| hk
[ sup
x # Dn
|(7&1x Wn, x)k |+op(1)]. (5.14)
Let Ckl=supx # Sf |(7
&1
x )kl |. By Assumptions 1(ii) and (iii), Ckl is finite. By
Lemma 2, (5.14) is equal to or less than
:
l # Ap
Ckl sup
x # Dn }
1
n |H| hk
:
n
i=1
(Q(x, Xi ; Yi)) l
&E _ 1n |H| hk :
n
i=1
(Q(x, Xi ; Yi)) l&}
+O(h p+1&|k|max )+op \ 1- n |H| hk+ . (5.15)
By the Bernstein inequality (see Serfling, 1980, p. 95), for l # Ap and =>0,
P \} 1n |H| hk :
n
i=1
[(Q(x, Xi ; Yi)) l &E((Q(x, Xi ; Yi))l )]}
>n&(1&:d )2+: |k| +! } =+
2 exp \ n
2(1&(1&:d )2+: |k|+!)=2
2 ni=1 Var((1|H| h
k) (Q(x, Xi ; Yi)) l )
+(23)(1|H| hk) m=n1&(1&:d )2+: |k|+!
+ , (5.16)
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where m is a finite constant such that
P( |(Q(x, Xi ; Yi))k &E[(Q(x, Xi ; Yi))k ]|m)=1.
This condition is implied by Assumption 1(iv). By Lemma 2, for l # Ap ,
Var \ 1|H| hk (Q(x, Xi ; Yi)) l+=O(n:d+2: |k|).
Therefore, the right-hand side of (5.16) is approximated by 2 exp(&Cn2!)
for some C>0. The first term of (5.15) is now bounded by
2(l # Ap Ckl) n
:dN exp(&Cn2!) which goes to zero as n  .
Now the result (5.11) is implied by Assumption 2(ii) and (5.12): for
arbitrarily small !1 , !2>0 and |k|=1,
sup
x # Sf
|(’^(x)&’(x))(Dk’@(x)&Dk’(x))|
 sup
x # Sf
|’^(x)&’(x)| sup
x # Sf
|Dk’@(x)&Dk’(x)|
=[O(h p+1max )+op(n
&(1&:d )2+!1)][O(h pmax)+op(n
&(1&:d)2+:+!2)]
=op(n&12).
Next, we consider the remainder term n&12 ni=1 Rn(Xi) in the expan-
sion of - n(; &;). Starting from (5.1) we can show by using (5.5) and (5.7)
a stronger result:
sup
x # Sf
|a^*(x)&7&1x Wn, x |=Op(h
p+1
max +bn log n)
=Op(bn log n). (5.17)
Write u(x, u; y) for the vector of the first d+1 components of
7&1x Q(x, u; y). Define
v(x, u; y)=[(g&1)" (’(x)) ’$(x), ((g&1)$ (’(x)) H&1)] } u(x, u; y).
Then by (5.17) we can rewrite n&12 ni=1 Rn(Xi) by
n&32 |H| &1 :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
v(X j , X i ; Yi )+op (1).
By first calculating conditional expectations such as E[v(X1 , X2 ; Y2) | X1]
and E[v(X1 , X2 ; Y2) v(X1 , X3 ; Y3) | X1] we can show that the mean and
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variance of the double summation are of order n2&:( p+d) and n2&:(d&2),
respectively. This implies n&12 ni=1 Rn(Xi)=op(1). The theorem now
follows. K
5.2. Proof of Theorem 2
For a fixed point x, let z=;Tx, z^=; Tx, Zi=;TXi and Z i=; TXi . With
these definitions, write Bz, h=Bx, h . Let L(Bz, h) be the (q+1)_(q+1)
matrix having its (i, j) th entry equal to Bz, h u
i+ j&2K 20(u) du. Also, define
Sz(Bz, h)=(\0 fZ)(z) N(Bz, h) and 1z(Bz, h)=(\0 fZ)(z) L(Bz, h). As before
we will suppress the region of integration Bz, h in all the arguments below.
Let c^* be a (q+1)_1 vector having its kth element equal to (nh)12 hk[c^k(z^)&
’(k)0 (z^)k !], k=0, ..., q, and define T(u, v)=[1, (v&u)h, ..., (v&u)
qhq]T. If
we write ’ 0(u, v)=’0(u)+’$0(u)(v&u)+ } } } +’ (q)0 (u)(v&u)
qq!, then c^*
maximizes the normalized kernel weighted log-likelihood function
Sn(c*)= :
n
i=1
[l[’ 0(z^, Z i)+(nh)&12 c*TT(z^, Z i), Yi]
&l[’ 0(z^, Z i), Yi]] K0(h&1(Z i&z^))
as a function of c*. We note that ’ 0(z^, Z i)=’ 0(z, Zi)+Op(n&12) and
T(z^, Z i)=T(z, Zi)+Op(n&12) uniformly in i. Using these facts and follow-
ing the arguments in the proof of Lemma 1 we can show
c^*=S &1z Un, z+op(1),
where Un, z=(nh)&12 ni=1 l1(’ 0(z, Zi), Yi) K0(h
&1(Zi&z)) T(z, Z i). Con-
sidering the first component of c^* and S &1z Un, z , we can deduce
- nh \ c^0(z^)&’0(z^)&{| uq+1K0, q(u) du={’
(q+1)
0 (z)
(q+1)! = hq+1[1+o(1)]+
wd N(0, (S &1z 1zS
&1
z )1, 1).
A straightforward calculation shows (S &1z 1zS
&1
z )1, 1 is equal to [(\0 fZ)(z)]
&1
 K 20, q(z) dz. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. K
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